Mathematical model of control of restorable system with latent failures has been built. Failures are assumed to be detected after control execution only. Stationary characteristics of system operation reliability and efficiency have been defined. The problem of control execution periodicity optimization has been solved. The model of control has been built by means of apparatus of semi-Markovian processes with a discrete-continuous field of states.
Introduction
An important factor providing reliability, high quality, and efficiency of modern technological complexes is the presence of control systems in them. The review of the results concerning model building of control systems can be found in [1, 2] . Some mathematical models of control systems are represented in [3, 4] .
In the present article the model of control execution and restoration of a single-unit system with latent failures has been investigated. The latent failure is the one that does not show up till the control is executed. Defective goods are produced up to the failure detection.
The problems of technological complexes' control are closely connected with their maintenance. In the work [5] maintenance models were built by means of semi-Markovian processes with a common phase field of states [6] . In the present article this apparatus is used to build the model of control under the condition of latent failures occurrence.
In the second section of the article the system operation is described, its semi-Markovian model is built. Besides, stationary distribution of embedded Markovian chain is given. In the third section main stationary characteristics of the system operation reliability and efficiency are defined. These are: mean stationary operation time, mean stationary restoration time, availability function, mean income and expenses per time unit. In the fourth section the problem of control execution periodicity optimization is solved.
The Problem Definition and Mathematical Model Building
Let us investigate the system operating in the following way. At the time zero the system begins operating, and the control is on. System failure-free operation time is a random value (RV)  with distribution function (DF)
    and DD   g t . After the system restoration all its properties are completely restored. All the RV are supposed to be independent, have finite assembly averages and variances. Time diagram of the system operation and the system transition graph are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.
The purpose of the present article is to find stationary reliability and economical characteristics of the singleunit restorable system with regard to control under the condition of latent failures occurrence, and to define control execution optimal periodicity.
To describe the system operation let us use semi-Markovian process   111-the system begins operating, the control is activated;
211 х-control has begun, the system is in up state, time х is left till the latent failure;
210 х-control has ended, the system is in up state, time х is left till the latent failure; 101 х-latent failure has occurred, control is executed, time х is left till the failure detection;
200-the failure has been detected, control has been deactivated, the system restoration has begun; 100 х-the system has failed, time х is left till the beginning of control;
201-the system is in down state, control has begun. Let us define the probabilities and probability densities of the embedded Markovian chain (EMC)   
for the states 211x, 210 x, 101 x, 100 x respectively. The system of integral equations for them is the following: 
The last equation of the system (2) is a normalization requirement.
With the help of method of successive approximations one can prove that the solution of the system of Equations (2) is: 
201 .
Here the constant 0  is found from the normalization 
Definition of System Stationary Characteristics
Let us define system stationary characteristics: mean stationary operation time T  , mean stationary restoration time T  , stationary availability function г K . For the initial system the sets of up states E . Mean values of system dwelling times in the states are:
Taking into account the Formulas (1), (3) and (5) we can define the expressions included in (4): 
F t R t dt dx R t dt h y x f y dy dx V t dt f y h y x dy
Transforming the right part of ratio (6) 
R t h y x dx V t dt h y x dx R t dt y
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The identity
has been used while transforming the expression (7). Then
Thus, mean stationary operation time T  and mean stationary restoration time T  are defined with the help of formulas ,
Stationary availability function is defined by the ra-
It is necessary to note the probability essence of the functional in the Formula (9):
is an average value of controls executed before the latent failure detection.
Important characteristics for system operation quality testing are economical criteria, such as mean income S per unit of calendar time and mean expenses C per time unit of system's up state. To define them let us use the formulas [7] : 
Optimization of Control Execution Periodicity
The problem of control execution periodicity optimization is reduced to analysis of extremums of the system characteristics г К , S , C as functions of a single vari- 
Conclusions
Using an apparatus of semi-Markovian processes with a common phase field it is possible to define reliability and economical stationary performance indexes of restorable system, the latent failures of which can be detected while control execution only. It allows solving the problems of control execution periodicity optimization for gaining best system economical indexes. Later on it is planned to use the method suggested in the present article to build and investigate mathematical models of multicomponent automatized systems and of different kinds of control.
